
Updating sWADAH
On OS that binary-compatible release using 
RHEL OS source code.

NOTICE: This documentation is only valid if 
you are upgrading from 2021Y or above. 
Upgrading from prior version you might need 
to contact us at asyrani@upsi.edu.my

For Existing Installation

mailto:asyrani@upsi.edu.my


Download required files to update sWADAH
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* For updating database

* For updating sWADAH directory

UPDATING FILES



Prerequisites 

• Make sure you already have your config.user.php
• Config.default.php will be overwritten when upgrading
• Open config.user.php and set $system_mode to maintenance
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Updating database sql file to the server. 
We will be using phpMyAdmin
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Select your sWADAH database, and select
the Import Tab.

UPDATING DATABASE



Updating database sql file to the server. 
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Browse for the sWADAH database update 
file (usually with .sql.zip or .sql if extracted)

Hit the Go button below to start importing.
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Moving sWADAH into place
STEP 1: Extract the installation file
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Moving sWADAH into place
STEP 2: Transfer to server in /var/www/html
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You will need to overwrite the old files in the sWADAH installation directory with the newly 
extracted files from the update file.
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STEP 3:
Check and change (if 
required) 
files owner in 
/var/www/html/swadah
to Apache
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Moving sWADAH into place
STEP 4: Navigate to http://<server>/swadah to check if everything into place.
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Next: Updating components with composer

First you must change directory to the location that you have installed sWADAH files.
Then you’ll need to run composer update

UPDATING COMPONENTS
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Output:
UPDATING COMPONENTS
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Congratulation you have 
updated sWADAH.
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